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a b s t r a c t

The modelling of gene regulatory networks (GRNs) has classically been addressed through very different
approaches. Among others, extensions of Thomas’s asynchronous Boolean approach have been proposed,
to better fit the dynamics of biological systems: genes may reach different discrete expression levels,
depending on the states of other genes, called the regulators: thus, activations and inhibitions are trig-
gered conditionally on the proper expression levels of these regulators. In contrast, some fine-grained
propositions have focused on the molecular level as modelling the evolution of biological compound
concentrations through differential equation systems. Both approaches are limited. The first one leads to
an oversimplification of the system, whereas the second is incapable to tackle large GRNs. In this context,
hybrid paradigms, that mix discrete and continuous features underlying distinct biological properties,
achieve significant advances for investigating biological properties. One of these hybrid formalisms pro-
poses to focus, within a GRN abstraction, on the time delay to pass from a gene expression level to the
next. Until now, no research work has been carried out, which attempts to benefit from the modelling of
a GRN by differential equations, converting it into a multi-valued logical formalism of Thomas, with the
aim of performing biological applications.

This paper fills this gap by describing a whole pipelined process which orchestrates the following stages:
(i) model conversion from a piece-wise affine differential equation (PADE) modelization scheme into a
discrete model with focal points, (ii) characterization of subgraphs through a graph simplification phase

which is based on probabilistic criteria, (iii) conversion of the subgraphs into parametric linear hybrid
automata, (iv) analysis of dynamical properties (e.g. cyclic behaviours) using hybrid model-checking
techniques. The present work is the outcome of a methodological investigation launched to cope with
the GRN responsible for the reaction of Escherichia coli bacterium to carbon starvation. As expected, we
retrieve a remarkable cycle already exhibited by a previous analysis of the PADE model. Above all, hybrid
model-checking enables us to infer temporal properties, whose biological signification is then discussed.
. Introduction

Gene regulatory networks (GRNs) represent the functional inter-
ctions between macromolecular compounds such as DNA and

roteins. When interactions do not involve more than two com-
ounds at a time, a GRN is typically described as a simple directed
raph whose vertices are the components (for illustration, see
ig. 1(a)). The existence of a labelled directed edge between a pair of

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +33 2 51 12 58 05; fax: +33 2 51 12 58 15.
E-mail address: christine.sinoquet@univ-nantes.fr (C. Sinoquet).
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genes symbolizes an activation (+) or an inhibition (−) exerted by
a gene over another gene through a protein production; besides,
the label mentions as well the expression level of the regulator
gene for which the regulation (activation or inhibition) is triggered.
Note that a non-inhibiting status is equivalent to an activating
status, and symmetrically. Besides, a gene may contribute to acti-
vate another gene, together with other co-activators. A gene may
also be the co-inhibitor of another gene. More generally, the co-
regulation of a given gene is likely to involve activators as well

as inhibitors. Besides, gene regulation is complex and may involve
other regulators such as protein concentrations. In the line of other
published works, the abstraction we work with is simplified so that
only gene expression levels are considered. Since regulation is trig-
gered depending on gene expression levels, the regulation of a given

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03032647
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/biosystems
mailto:christine.sinoquet@univ-nantes.fr
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.biosystems.2009.05.002
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ig. 1. Regulation of the mucus production for Pseudomonas aeruginosa bacterium (a
iscrete model. (a) The directed edge u → v labelled with (1, +) means that u activ
→ u labelled with (1, −) indicates that the inhibition of u by v is triggered as soon

ene may involve various sets of co-regulator genes throughout the
hole biological system’s life. Hereafter, such a set of genes will be

alled a resource for the regulated gene. In summary, given the cur-
ent activating or inhibiting statuses of potentially co-regulating
enes, a GRN determines the expression level of the gene under
egulation, itself being a potential regulator for other genes. In this
egulatory context, investigating the respective behaviours of genes
emains a key question.

Recent studies have shown the great interest of modelling gene
egulatory networks to infer dynamical properties (see de Jong,
002 for a review). Many reasonable models for dynamic GRNs
ake use of systems of differential equations dealing with protein

roductions that activate or repress genes. However, such a mod-
lling is often not implementable for realistic biological systems,
ue to the large number of unknown parameters. Thus, various
lternative modelling approaches were proposed. Discretizing pro-
ein concentration by thresholds quickly appeared as an attractive
ead. Two categories of approaches implement such a discretized
pproximation. On the one hand, qualitative methods based on
iece-wise affine differential equations (PADEs) showed relevant
nough to overcome the lack of quantitative data on kinetic parame-
ers and molecular concentrations and to fit biologists’expectations
Glass and Kauffman, 1973; Snoussi, 1989; de Jong et al., 2004;
att et al., 2005). On the other hand, an approach first proposed by
homas combines discretization (both in terms of gene expression

evels and time) with the focal point concept (Thomas and d’Ari,
990; Thomas, 1991; Snoussi and Thomas, 1993; Thomas et al.,
995). The definition of this concept will be briefly reminded later.
t each instant t, the current expression levels of the GRN’s genes
etermine the genes’ focal points, which are the thresholds towards
hich the genes’ expression levels tend to evolve and which will

herefore be assigned to genes at instant t + 1.
Modelling living organisms should not be limited to quantita-

ive aspects; delays should be taken into account. Delay differential
quations (DDEs) have been designed to cope with delays. How-
ver, DDE are not suitable for large GRNs. On the other hand, the
iscrete model with focal points originally proposed by Thomas
1991) implements instantaneous variations of the thresholds. In
n ideal model based on discretization, transitions between expres-
ion level thresholds would be modelled as sigmoidal functions of
he time. Due to unknown tuning parameters, this model is gen-
rally not implementable for realistic biological systems. Finally,
odel-checking tools fit well for the analysis of temporal proper-

ies. An approximated model has thus been designed to cope with
elays; it implements linear variations between genes’ thresholds
nd may be analysed through model-checking techniques.

In this paper, we tackle the problem of describing a realistic GRN

hrough the formalism of Thomas, for which we add temporal con-
traints. The ultimate aim is identifying essential features of the
ynamical behaviour of the GRN studied, using model-checking
echniques. As a case study example, we plugged the PADE model
f the nutritional stress response in Escherichia coli on the pipeline
led GRN; (b) piece-wise affine differential equation model (PADE); (c) asynchronous
as soon as u’s expression level reaches the threshold value of 1. The directed edge
expression level is 1. Note the positive feedback loop for u.

thus designed. Though this GRN has been widely studied, the rela-
tion between the growth of E. coli and the availability of carbon
source is still little understood.

One of the originalities of our approach lies in the fact that
the discrete model is built from a formerly published PADE model
(Ropers et al., 2006), thus benefiting from its parameter tuning.
Besides, as the set of global states obtained as well as the transition
graph are huge, our work is also novel in that it copes with this diffi-
culty, implementing a complementary probabilistic approach: the
latter is used to highlight subgraphs showing characterized states.
Then, any such subgraph can be converted into a hybrid model with
delays, for the purpose of behavioural property inference. Model-
checking tools can be used to analyse these hybrid models.

The results relative to the realistic case of nutritional stress
response of E. coli presented in this paper are obtained through
a purpose-designed pipelined process. Not a least contribution of
our work is the methodological investigation which generated this
processing scheme.

In Section 2, we describe the method implementing the trans-
formation from a piece-wise affine differential equation model into
a discrete model with focal points. The discrete model of a large
GRN is not easily tractable for property inference through model-
checking techniques. Therefore, in Section 3, we propose a method
dedicated to graph simplification. This process is performed on
the basis of a probabilistic rationale and identifies subgraphs char-
acterized with remarkable states. Then, Section 4 focuses on the
integration of delays into the discrete model, leading to a hybrid sys-
tem. Throughout our exposition, the simplicist regulation system
for bacterium Pseudomonas aeruginosa’s mucus production will be
used for illustration. The outcome of our methodological approach
is the processing scheme depicted in Fig. 2. In Section 5, to validate
our approach, we apply the whole pipelined process to the case of
the response of E. coli bacterium to carbon availability. Therein, we
present and discuss some results obtained for this realistic case,
originally the instigator case for the pipelined process design.

2. Transformation From a PADE Model into a Model With
Focal Points

2.1. PADE Model: General Framework

We first recall how the concentration evolution of a protein
regulated by a GRN can be modelled through a piece-wise affine
differential equation (Snoussi, 1989; de Jong et al., 2001). PADE
modelling relies on discretization: for each protein i, its concentra-
tion is known to evolve within a domain discretized into an ordered
set of thresholds �1, �2 . . .
Definition 2.1 (Evolution of protein concentration). Typically, the
evolution of concentration xi with time is expressed as: ẋi = fi(x) −
�ixi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, xi ≥ 0 where x = (x1, . . . , xn) is a vector of n pro-
tein concentrations. The equation above relates the concentration
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Table 1
Determination of the gene u tendency, depending on its expression level su and its
focal point value Ku,r(u,s) , in global state s. r(u, s) denotes the resource set of gene u,
in global state s.
Fig. 2. The pipelined process proposed for the analysis of large GRNs.

odification rate ẋi to a synthesis rate, fi(x), and a degradation rate,
ixi.

otation 2.1 (Resource set). In the following, R(i) will denote the
et of all resources likely to regulate gene i. A resource for gene i
s itself a set of genes (possibly inclusing gene i) involved in the
o-regulation of gene i.

efinition 2.2 (Description of regulation). fi(x) expresses the
ynthesis rate of component i as a function of the concen-
rations of regulator genes in i th gene’s resources: fi(x) = ki +

r ∈ R(i)kir bir(x), ki ∈R+∗, kir ∈R+, bir ∈ {0, 1}, where ki and

ir are kinetic parameters.

Switching the Boolean parameter bir(x) to 1 means that the cor-
esponding resource r is active, that is each gene rj belonging to
he resource set r is either an activator or a non-inhibitor for gene
, depending on its concentration xrj

. Switching bir(x) from 0 to 1
nd symmetrically relies on the satisfaction of constraints by the
oncentrations relative to the genes belonging to resource set r.
n a discrete framework, such constraints are expressed through
oncentration thresholds.

Before we may further explain how entities bir describe regula-
or contributions, we need to detail the concept of discretization.
uch concentration thresholds aforecited are defined as follows.

efinition 2.3 (Discrete concentration thresholds). �j˛ denotes one
f the thresholds between which the continuous variable xj is likely
o evolve. For gene j characterized by �j thresholds, the following
rdered relation is verified: 0 < �j1 < �j2 < · · · < �j�j

.

Any such set of thresholds defines a set of domains, further called
ocal states, traversed by the system under study, when consider-
ng only gene j. More generally, this system evolves through global
tates, which refer to all possible combinations of local states associ-
ted with the genes in the system. Such previous concepts establish
su < Ku,r(u,s) The expression level of u tends to increase.
su = Ku,r(u,s) The expression level of u is steady.
su > Ku,r(u,s) The expression level of u tends to diminish.

the notion of discrete dynamics of the system.

Then, the bir(x) terms in Definition 2.2 will be tailored as func-
tions of entities are defined as follows.

Definition 2.4 (Step function). Given rj , a regulator gene belonging
to resource r, and one of its �j thresholds �rj˛

,

s+(xrj
, �rj˛

) =
{

1, if xrj
≥ �rj˛

0, if xrj
< �rj˛

(1)

s−(xrj
, �rj˛

) = 1 − s+(xrj
, �rj˛

). (2)

Finally, any co-regulation involving the genes of a resource set
r may be modelled adapting bir as a combination of various step
functions s+ and s−. The following grammar enumerates all possible
combinations:

bir ::= comb
comb ::= s+|s−|1 − comb|comb comb.

Through the bir coefficients, the activation or inhibition
sigmoidal functions are approximated into piece-wise linear func-
tions.

For a didactic exposition, we will illustrate the various concepts
used throughout this article with the simple GRN involved in the
mucus production of bacterium P. aeruginosa. Fig. 1(b) presents the
PADE model corresponding to the GRN described in Fig. 1(a).

2.2. Discrete Model With Focal Points: General Framework

In the abstract semi-qualitative model of Thomas, each gene
expression variation domain is discretized using appropriate
thresholds. The knowledge of all such gene thresholds is the pre-
requisite for building the graph whose dynamical behaviours will
be studied. Global states are directly inferred identifying all valid
threshold combinations. In particular, biological knowledge allows
discarding global states which do not exist: for example, antagonist
components can not show simultaneously high (resp. low) expres-
sion levels or concentrations. Once the valid global states of the
dynamical graph are identified, its transitions have to be inferred.
In Thomas’s modelling, the dynamical aspect is modelled through
the concept of focal point.

Definition 2.5 (Focal point). In a given global state s, a gene u is
associated to a specific focal point value, representing the expression
level towards which this gene will tend to evolve, starting from su,
its expression level in global state s. The evolution of gene u depends
upon one or more other genes, together defining the resource set
r(u, s) for u in global state s. Therefore, the focal point value of gene
u, Ku,r(u,s), is related to u’s resource.

Table 1 recapitulates the three possible evolution tendencies for
gene u. Knowing these tendencies for all genes and for all global
states is the key to infer the transitions of the dynamical graph. Cen-
tral to any modelling paradigm using discretization is the concept
of qualitative focal point.
Definition 2.6 (Focal point vector). In global state s, with each gene
u of the system evolving towards its focal point value Ku,r(u,s), the
focal point vector is defined as the vector (Ku1,r(u1,s), . . . ,Kun,r(un,s)).
Any focal point vector is uniquely associated with an abstract region
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Table 2
A possible instantiation of focal points, for the GRN of Fig. 1(a). We explain the third line relative to global state (su = 1, sv = 0): since v is not inhibiting u (sv < 1), v activates
u as its only resource; u being in state 1, a consistent instantiation for Ku,{v} is thus the value of 2; the condition is required for u’s activation of v (su ≥ 1) and a coherent value
for Kv,{u} is therefore 1. In conclusion, both gene expressions tend to increase.

u v Focal point for u Focal point for v Tendency for v Tendency for u

0 0 Ku,{v} = 2 Kv,{} = 0 ↗ →
0 1 Ku,{} = 0 Kv,{} = 0 → ↘
1 0 Ku,{v} = 2 Kv,{u} = 1 ↗ ↗
1 Kv,{u}
2 Kv,{u}
2 Kv,{u}
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where F is the vector of initial probabilities (in the sequel, this vector
is set as Fi = 1/|V |, 1 ≤ i ≤ N). Here, the sum ensures the conver-
gence to a unique probability distribution, even in the case of a
non-irreducible or periodic Markov chain.

Table 3
Identification of resources and adjustment of focal points from the PADE of Fig. 1(b).
Focal points are easily identified from Eqs. (1) and (2): in addition to Ku,{v} , Ku,{u}
and Kv,{u} , focal points corresponding to the absence of resource are Ku,{} and Kv,{} .
Moreover, focal pointKu,{u,v} has to be created. It follows from Eqs. (3) to (8) and from
Snoussi constraints (Ku,{} ≤ Ku,{v} ≤ Ku,{u, v} , Ku,{} ≤ Ku,{u} ≤ Ku,{u,v} and Kv,{} ≤ Kv,{u})
that one of the possible instantiations is the one deduced in Table 2. Du and Dv are
discretization functions used to convert ratios into the appropriate concentration
thresholds.

(1) u̇ = ku + kuv s−(v, �1v) + kuu s+(u, �2u) − �u u

(2) v̇ = kv + kvu s+(u, �1u) − �v v

(3) 0 ≤ �1u < �2u ≤ maxu

(4) 0 ≤ �1v ≤ maxv

(5) 0 ≤ ku
�u

≤ �1u

(6) �2u ≤ ku+kuv
�u

+ ku+kuu
�u

+ ku+kuv +kuu
�u

≤ maxu

(7) 0 ≤ kv
�v

≤ �1v

(8) �1v ≤ kv+kvu
�v

≤ maxv

(9) Ku,{} = Du

(
ku
�u

)
(10) Ku,{u} = Du

(
ku+kuu

�u

)
(11) Ku,{v} = Du

(
ku+kuv

�u

)

1 Ku,{} = 0
0 Ku,{u,v} = 2
1 Ku,{u} = 2

n instantiated model: Ku,{} = 0, Ku,{v} = 2, Ku,{u,v} = 2, Kv,{} = 0, Kv,{u} = 1

n the discretized hypercube of dimension n, where each dimension
escribes local state traversing for one of the n genes of the system.
nce the definitions for “focal point” and “focal point vector” clearly

tated, we warn the reader that from now on, for conciseness, we
ill merely refer to “focal point vectors” as “focal points”.

A most difficult task remains in tuning focal point values:
sually, instanciating focal point values for a given global state

s an under-constrained problem. Biological knowledge together
ith Snoussi constraints prohibit some instantiations (Snoussi

onstraints specify that the addition of supplementary activating
resp. inhibiting) resources for a given gene obligatorily leads to
he increase (resp. decrease) of its focal point value; Snoussi and
homas, 1993). Table 2 shows a possible instantiation for the GRN

llustrated in Fig. 1(a). In the asynchronous model, best consonant
ith biological reality, a change of state is only allowed for at most

ne gene along each transition. As a result, if a global state s is its
wn successor, it is a steady global state whereas it possesses p
uccessors if tendency to evolve is detected for p genes. Fig. 1(c)
rovides the asynchronous description derived from the tendencies
f Table 2.

.3. Model Transformation

.3.1. Principle
The key to transform a PADE model into a discrete model with

ocal points relies on the quasi-straightforward determination of
uch focal points from the differential equations, as well as a facil-
ty to instantiate them through the set of constraints associated

ith these equations. Indeed, the qualitative focal point of Thomas’s
ormalism coincides with the abstract region (in the hypercube of
imension n) containing the steady state for the PADE system.

roposition 2.1 (Transformation rule). Referring to the PADE
elated to gene i (Definitions 2.1 and 2.2 combined), ẋi = ki +

r ∈ R(i)kir bir(x) − �ixi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, xi ≥ 0, bir ∈ {0, 1}, we obtain
he focal point value of gene i in global state s when ẋi is equal to

(steady state) and bi,r(i,s)(x) is switched to 1 due to the activating
egulation of resource r(i, s):

i,r(i,s) = Di

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

ki +
∑

r ∈ R(i)∩r(i,s)

kir

�i

⎞
⎟⎟⎠

here the discretization function Di converts the ratio into one of the

i �i˛ thresholds associated with gene i.
xample 2.1. When applied to the case of P. aeruginosa’s mucus
roduction regulation (see Table 3), the transformation process
xploits constraints relative to thresholds ((3))–(4)) as well as
inetic parameters ((5)–(8)).
= 1 ↘ →
= 1 → ↗
= 1 → →

3. Graph Simplification

We implemented a coloration method that highlights the most
interesting states of the dynamical graph. This method relies on a
probabilistic rationale.

Turning the dynamical state graph initialy obtained into a
Markov chain is straightforward. For each transition originating
from a given global state i (1 ≤ i ≤ N), a probability is computed
as the inverse of the outter degree of state i. Formerly, the tran-
sition matrix M of the Markov chain associated to the dynamical
graph denoted G = (V, E) satisfies

∀i,j ∈ V, Mj,i = �i → j ∈ E]]
#{k, i → k ∈ E} , (3)

where �B]] = 1 if property B is true and 0 otherwise (Iverson’s nota-
tion) and #{k, i → k ∈ E} is the outter degree of state i.

Next, we define the steady-state probability P� as

P� = lim
�→∞

1
N

�∑
i=0

MiF, (4)
(12) Ku,{u,v} = Du

(
ku+kuu +kuv

�u

)
(13) Kv,{} = Dv

(
kv
�v

)
(14) Kv,{u} = Dv

(
kv+kvu

�v

)
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ig. 3. A sigmoid relation (a) and its discrete (b) and piece-wise linear (c) approxi-
ations.

We use the steady-state probability P� to highlight vertices in G
i.e. the global states of the dynamical graph). Relying on steady-
tate probabilities is justified by their being closely related to the
umber of times the different states are traversed in infinite random
rajectories. Consequently, the higher is such a probability, the more
mportant would be the associated state, with regard to the system’s
ehaviour.

As infinite trajectories do not make sense in a biological con-
ext, it is more relevant to focus on finite trajectories. We define the
ector P� of �-finite state probabilities to be

� = 1
�

�∑
i=0

MiF, (5)

here F is the vector of initial probabilities.
The �-finite state probability P�[i] is proportional to the mean

umber of times a given state i is traversed.
Notice that we thus provide a way to colorize the dynamical

tate graph by assigning to each state i a colour value proportional
oP�[i]. For long trajectories, when � is approximately the number of
tates in the graph, the states supposedly most crucial to the biolog-
cal system’s behaviour are emphasized. In an automated approach,

e use vector P� to prune the dynamical graph by extracting the
nduced subgraphs composed of states i such that P�[i] > 2/N. Each
ubgraph identified consists of states reached at most twice in long
rajectories. In the case of E. coli response to carbon deprivation,
his cut off threshold of 2/N ensures that the subgraphs obtained
re tractable for any further analysis.

. Enriching The Discrete Model With Delays: The Hybrid
odel

.1. Additional Concepts: Clocks and Delays

For a given gene, the evolution of its expression is a contin-
ous non-linear process (see Fig. 3). This fact is totally ignored

n the discrete modelling formalism of Thomas (1991), where
ene expression evolves from one level to another level in a dis-
rete fashion (see Fig. 3(b)). In the field of biological modelling,
aradigms have been proposed to simulate continuous temporal
volution (Bernot et al., 2004; Adélaïde and Sutre, 2004; Siebert
nd Bockmayr, 2006; Siebert and Bockmayr, 2008). The refinement
f discrete modelling by a more enhanced formalism of hybrid
odelling has been proposed (Ahmad et al., 2007), in which the

igmoid-like evolution is no more approximated by a discrete step
ut by a piece-wise linear curve instead (Fig. 3(c)). Since we now
onsider that the delay needed for a gene to evolve from expression
evel a to a + 1 or a − 1 is not null, we have to deal with additional
oncepts, namely time intervals and clocks.

A widely-spread formalism used to describe hybrid systems
s the timed automaton formalism (Alur and Dill, 1994). In this

ramework, any global state of the system modelled is described
y a discrete spacial location (in our case, the vector of current
ene expression values) and a vector of continuous variables, called
locks. Any gene u is associated to a clock (denoted hu). Evolving
ynchronously with time, clock intervals therefore superimpose
Fig. 4. Hybrid model—temporal regions and delays. Here, global state (x, y) = (1, 0)
is associated to delays dx

+
10, dx

−
10, dy

+
10 and dy

−
10.

a representation of continuous system’s dynamics on the already
defined discrete dynamics. The clocks act as transition guards and
are reset to 0 when the system passes from one discrete location
to another one. The more general class of linear hybrid automata
(LHA) is the appropriate framework allowing the definition of time
interval associated to a clock (Henzinger and Ho, 1995). For any
clock, its current value measures the time elapsed since the most
recent change occurred for the system, in the discrete space of gene
expressions. Thus, if the system consists of n genes, an LHA for-
malism superimposes a temporal hypercube of dimension n to the
discrete global state space. For illustration, in dimension 2, a global
state is now associated to a rectangular temporal region bounded
by four delays (see Fig. 4). The delay for gene u to increase up to next
discrete level is a real parameter depending on u’s current discrete
state (du

+ > 0); symmetricaly, the delay to decrease down to next
discrete level is |du

−| (du
− < 0).

To model elapsing of time, a subclass of the LHA formalism
is used, which associates to each gene u a clock rate, ḣu, in the
restricted set {−1, 0, 1}. Rates −1, 0 and 1 respectively signify that
gene expression level is decreasing, staying at the same level or
increasing. Any clock rate ḣu related to gene u indicates the evo-
lution tendency for this gene, with respect to the current global
state. Prior to any analysis of the dynamical behaviour of the mod-
elled system, each such clock rate must be tuned. In contrast with
the asynchronous discrete model of Thomas, tuning the clock rates
now requires looking several steps ahead in the dynamical graph, in
order to capture the whole actual tendency. For instance, in Fig. 1(c),
if one confines to a depth of 2 to examine next transitions, when
starting from state (0, 1), as u decreases and vincreases, ḣu and ḣv
are respectively set to 1 and −1 (see Ahmad et al., 2007 for details).

Delays being considered as parameters, such a model will be
called a parametric linear hybrid automaton (PLHA) in the sequel.
Now all concepts have been unformally introduced and illustrated,
next subsection will rigorously define PLHAs together with their
semantics.

4.2. Parametric Linear Hybrid Automata

We recall that derivative ẋ denotes the evolution rate for pro-

tein concentration x while ḣx is the evolution rate of the clock hx

associated with variable x.

Notation 4.1. Let X and P be respectively a set of real variables and
a set of parameters. An atomic constraint is a formula of the form
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Fig. 5. Hybrid model for P

, for x ∈ X , c ∈Q ∪ P and . We denote
(X, P) the set of constraints over a set of variables X and parame-
ers P, which consists of conjunctions of atomic constraints. Given a
onstraint g, we let V(g) be the set of variables that appear in g. We
et C=(X, P) (resp. C≤(X, P), C≥(X, P)) be the set of constraints using
nly = (resp. ≤, ≥).

efinition 4.1 (PLHA). A PLHA is a tuple (L, �0, X, P, E, Inv, Dif )
efined as follows:

L is a finite set of locations
�0 ∈ L is the initial location
P is a finite set of delay parameters
X is a finite set of clocks
E ⊆ L × C=(X, P) × 2X × L is a finite set of edges, e = (�, g, R, �′) ∈ E
represents an edge from location � to location �′, associated with
the guard g and the reset set R ⊆ X (we require that V(g) ⊆ R)
Inv : L → C≤(X, P) ∪ C≥(X, P) assigns an invariant to any location
Dif : L × X → {−1, 0, 1} maps each pair (�, x) to an evolution rate.

The semantics of a PLHA is a timed transition system. It imple-
ents two types of transitions: discrete and continuous. Invariants

nd guards are constraints set on subsets of clocks. Invariants spec-
fy the conditions under which the system is allowed to stay in the
urrent state, while time elapses. A discrete transition is an instan-
aneous transition that occurs between two discrete locations. It
s fired when the associated guard is satisfied. Continuous transi-
ions account for elapsing of time in a discrete location until the
ssociated invariant condition is no more satisfied. A continuous
ransition allows the updating of the clocks in any time interval
0, t], according to the evolution rates specified for the clocks and
rovided that the invariant conditions are still verified. We refer the
eader to Appendix A for the formal definition of the semantics of
LHAs.

xample 4.1 (PLHA). The parametric linear hybrid automaton of
he example of P. aeruginosa (see Fig. 1) is shown in Fig. 5. Here,
he delays are represented by the notation d˛

i,�
, where ˛ denotes

he delay sign (+ for activation and − for inhibition) of a gene i
n a location �. This automaton has six locations. The locations are
abelled with the invariant conditions while the discrete transitions
re labelled with guards and clock resets.
.3. Analysis of a PLHA Through HyTech Model-Checker

Automatic symbolic analyses such as detection of cyclic
ehaviours or identification of the so-called invariance ker-
ginosa mucus production.

nel can be performed using a symbolic model-checker. HyTech
is the model-checker chosen in our study (Henzinger et al.,
1997): it has the ability to manage parameters through synthe-
sizing constraints relative to these parameters, thus satisfying
necessary conditions for the existence of the behaviours anal-
ysed.

Definition 4.2 (Trajectories and cycles). A trajectory is a sequence
of states related by discrete and continuous transitions. A cycle is
a trajectory that starts in a given location and returns to this same
location further on.

In the hybrid model of a GRN, we respectively denote ϕ(t) for
t ∈R≥0 and S the sequence of points of a trajectory and the set of all
points in its state space.

Definition 4.3 (Invariance kernel). A trajectory ϕ(t) is viable in S if
ϕ(t) ∈S for all t ≥ 0. A subset K of S is said to be invariant if for any
point p ∈ K, a trajectory starting in p is viable in K. An i nvariance
kernel K is the largest invariant subset of S.

For illustration, Appendix B provides the constraints character-
izing the invariance kernel of the P. aeruginosa example (see Fig. 1).

5. Results

For the purpose of identifying characterized dynamical
behaviours in a realistic biological system, our methodological
investigation led us to pipeline different tasks: (i) conversion from
a PADE model to a model with focal points, (ii) identification of
the corresponding transition graph, (iii) identification of induced
subgraphs of interest in the former graph, implemented through a
probabilistic approach, (iv) modelization of subgraphs in the frame-
work of PLHA formalism, (v) analysis of characterized dynamical
behaviours through HyTech model-checker. Note that third step
actually provides a visualization tool able to point out subgraphs
containing global states of interest.

It must be emphasized that our contribution is the first example
of an application of timed model-checking techniques on the case
of E. coli regulation related to carbon availability. Indeed, the former

works relative to this GRN did not take into account the concept of
delays (Batt et al., 2005).

The implementation of the protocol previously described pro-
vides multiple significant results in the case of E. coli response to
carbon availability.
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Table 4
PAD equations and associated constraints depicting the simplified model adapted from Ropers and co-authors (Ropers et al., 2006), to simulate the response to carbon
deprivation in Escherichia coli. The five variables correspond to protein concentrations: xcrp (CRP), xcya (Cya), xfis (Fis), xgyrAB

(GyrAB), xtopA (TopA).

u̇s = 0

ẋcrp = k1crp + k2crp s−(xfis, �2fis) s+(xcya, �1cya) s+(us, �s) + k3crp s−(xfis, �1fis) − �crp xcrp

0 < �1crp < �2crp < maxcrp

�1crp <
k1crp
�crp

< �2crp

�1crp <
k1crp+k2crp

�crp
< �2crp

�2crp <
k1crp+k3crp

�crp
< maxcrp

�2crp <
k1crp+k2crp+k3crp

�crp
< maxcrp

ẋcya = k1cya + k2cya (1 − s+(xcrp, �2crp) s+(xcya, �2cya) s+(us, �s)) − �cya xcya

0 < �1cya < �2cya < maxcya

�1cya <
k1cya
�cya

< �2cya

�2cya <
k1cya+k2cya

�cya
< maxcya

ẋfis = k1fis (1 − s+(xcrp, �1crp) s+(xcya, �1cya) s+(us, �s)) s−(xfis, �4fis) + k2fis s+(xgyrAB
, �1gyrAB

) s−(xtopA, �2topA) s−(xfis, �4fis) (1 − s+(xcrp, �1crp) s+(xcya, �1cya) s+(us, �s)) − �fisxfis

0 < �1fis < �2fis < �3fis < �4fis < maxfis

�1fis <
k1fis
�fis

< �2fis

�4fis <
k1fis+k2fis

�fis
< maxfis

ẋgyrAB
= kgyrAB

(1 − s+(xgyrAB
, �2gyrAB

) s−(xtopA, �1topA)) s−(xfis, �3fis) − �gyrAB
xgyrAB

0 < �1gyrAB
< �2gyrAB

< maxgyrAB

�2gyrAB
<

kgyrAB
�gyrAB

< maxgyrAB

ẋtopA = ktopA s+(xgyrAB
, �2gyrAB

) s−(xtopA, �1topA) s−(xfis, �3fis) − �topA xtopA

0

�
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parameters and the degradation rate of the PADE system with focal
point values, the instantiation process will be significantly simpli-
fied. Table 5 focuses on an excerpt of Ropers and co-authors’ model
(in its simplified version).

Table 5
Identification of resources and adjustment of focal points for the response to carbon
starvation in E. coli. The differential equation of Ropers’s model (1) allows the iden-
tification of the two focal points concerned (4). DtopA is a function used to obtain
an integer focal point value (discretization). Focal point KtopA,{} (5), corresponding
to the case when no resource is available, is trivially instantiated with the value of
0; together with transformation rule (3), Ropers’s constraints (2) induce the instan-
tiation of concentration thresholds (6); finally, a value of 2 is an instantiation of
K

topA,{gyrAB,fis,topA} focal point’s value consistent with (3), (4) and (6) constraints.

(1) ẋtopA = ktopA s+(xgyrAB
, �2gyrAB

) s−(xtopA, �1topA) s−(xfis, �3fis) − �topA xtopA

(2) 0 < �1topA < �2topA < maxtopA
ktopA
< �1topA < �2topA < maxtopA

2topA <
ktopA
�topA

< maxtopA

.1. The PADE Model of The Carbon Starvation Response in E. coli

The growth of bacterial populations is related to the quantity of
utrients present in their environment. Nutrient availability entails
n exponential increase of the prokaryotic biomass whereas nutri-
ional stress induces growth deceleration or even growth stop. Thus,
acteria are subject to transitions between stages denoted as expo-
ential and stationary phases respectively. From a physiological
iewpoint, exponential phase maintains a fast growth rate until
tarvation stress resumes. Carbon deprival stress entails the return
o stationary phase. At the molecular level, the cellular metabolism
nder stationary phase settles a maintenance mode and a large
umber of genes that provide protection against various stresses
re expressed (Chang et al., 2002). DNA topology is also subject to
odifications. Usually supercoiled during exponential phase, DNA

ecomes relaxed when cells enter the stationary phase (Balke and
ralla, 1987). The switch between both phases is controlled by a
RN that integrates genes and environmental signals.

The GRN controlling the response to carbon deprivation has been
idely studied in E. coli, in the past decades. In contrast to most

tudies focusing on only one or few biological compounds, Ropers
nd co-authors propose a model that includes seven key regulators
Ropers et al., 2006). This model relates the behaviours of five genes
crp, cya, fis, gyrAB, topA) and two supplementary “signals” such as
he carbon starvation information and the quantity of stable RNAs.
he reader interested in a complete description of the biological
ssumptions is referred to the original work (Ropers et al., 2006).

The PADE model of Ropers and co-workers was shown to fit to
ypical features describing the transition between bacterial growth
hases. We therefore assume this model as validated and propose to

se a slightly simplified version for our modelling approach based
n focal points and delays. The simplified version of the PADE model
dapted from Ropers and co-workers’ model is shown in Table 4.
erein, we present the simplified equations together with their
ssociated constraints. As the variable xrrn corresponding to stable
RNAs had no influence on others variables, it was discarded from
our own PADE model. In addition, we dismissed three thresholds,
�3crp, �3cya and �5fis, which appeared to be useless. Thus, contraints
applying to �3crp now apply to �2crp; similarly, �2cya is constrained
as was �3cya; finally, parameter inequalities relative to the former
�5fis now apply to �4fis.

5.2. Transformation of the E. coli Model

Benefitting from a previous PADE modelling of E. coli response
to carbon availability, we are thus able to skip the tedious task of
identifying focal points ab initio. Moreover, the instantiation is facil-
itated by the set of constraints associated with the PADE model.
Indeed, provided that we understand how to relate the kinetic
(3) �2topA < �topA
< maxtopA

(4) K
topA,{gyrAB,fis,topA} = DtopA

(
ktopA
�topA

)
, KtopA,{} = DtopA

(
0

�topA

)
(5) KtopA,{} = 0
(6) �1topA = 1, �2topA = 2
(7) K

topA,{gyrAB,fis,topA} = 2
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Fig. 6. A subgraph showing cycles in the exponential phase, for Escherichia coli bacterium. The global states are represented in the same manner as in Fig. 5(see upper
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ectangles). The five values respectively correspond to crp, cya, fis, gyrAB , and topA. T
he edges of Ropers and co-workers’ cycle are highlighted.

The equation in line (1) models the variation of xtopA, that is the
oncentration of topoisomerase. For the sake of simplicity, Ropers
nd co-authors considered that a single promoter is involved in
he expression of topA gene, whereas there are indeed five pro-

oters involved in its expression. The expression of this gene is
lso controlled by antagonistic agents: topA is activated by a low
evel of fis; in contrast, it is activated by a high level of gyrAB. Two
ifferent thresholds have been considered in the simplified ver-
ion, �1topA and �2topA. Stimulation of topA promoter by its resource
gyrAB, fis, topA}, where the first gene is activating and the two oth-
rs are not inhibiting, entails maximal production of topA. It follows
hat �2topA < (ktopA/�topA) < maxtopA.

Applying this process to each equation in the PADE system of
able 4, we finally obtain a discrete model with instantiated focal
oint values. As explained in Section 2.2, the construction of the
ynamical graph is now straightforward. However, as foreseeable

or such a complex GRN as E. coli reponse to nutrient availability,
efore behavioural property inference may be performed through
odel-checking techniques, a simplification stage is required. For

xample, the dynamical graph corresponding to E. coli response to
utrient availability contains such a high number N of vertices (i.e.
tates) as 810.

The entire dynamical graph contains 810 global states and 3827
ransitions. Our purpose here is not to focus on transitions switch-
ng from exponential phase to stationary phase or vice versa. Thus,
he dynamics of the two phases have to be studied separately. In
articular, we will only focus on subgraphs obtained through the
coloration” process described in Section 3. Such subgraphs are
ndependent. In this paper, we chose to focus on the exponen-
ial phase, which has been particularly analysed by Ropers and
o-workers. The graph describing the dynamics of the stationary
hase consists of 405 global states and 1523 transitions. The graph
orresponding to the exponential phase contains 405 states and
494 transitions. After conversion from the PADE model into a dis-
rete model with focal points, we dismissed some states known
o be never encountered (crp = 0). The reduced graph describ-
ng the dynamics of the exponential phase consists of 108 global
tates.

Incidentally, we checked that some specific properties reported
n the literature hold for the model inferred. For example, the crp
fis antagonism (crp = 2 and fis = 0) is verified as expected.
esides, it has been checked that DNA supercoiling is absent from
very cycle belonging to the graph characterizing the exponential
hase: fis = 0 ⇒ topA > gyrAB. Indeed, two mechanisms were
escribed by Travers et al. to explain how the nucleoid-associated
rotein FIS modulates the topology of DNA in a growth-phase
ependent manner, to counteract excessive levels of superhelicity

Travers et al., 2001). First, the binding of FIS to DNA constrains
egative superhelicity to low levels; second, a reduction in the
xpression and effectiveness of DNA gyrase achieves the same
esult. Conversely, high fis expression levels do themselves require
high negative superhelical density.
ades in the lower rectangles indicate the intensity of the coloration (see Section 3).

5.3. Focus on a Characterized Cycle

When applying the “coloration” process to the graph related to
exponential phase, we identify the subgraph depicted in Fig. 6. This
subgraph is outstandingly dense in states of interest (i.e. potentially
frequently encountered states in long trajectories) and therefore
contains several qualitative cycles, among which we recognize a
cycle well-known in E. coli response to carbon availability:

012100 → 012110 → 012120 → 012220 → 012320 → 012420

→ 012410 → 012400 → 012300 → 012200 → 012100

(the six values respectively correspond to crp, cya, fis, gyrAB, topA
and rrn). Interestingly, it happens that this cycle corresponds to the
one identified by Ropers et al. (2006), displayed in Fig. 7, except
that only four levels are considered for fis.

Moreover, HyTech model-checking techniques enable us to cap-
ture this cycle through the analysis of invariance kernel in the hybrid
model built for the subgraph of Fig. 6. As stated in the study based
on PADE modelling (Ropers et al., 2006), we show that the sys-
tem behaviour is likely to end running into the qualitative cycle
aforementioned. At this stage, it is remarkable that a graph pruning
probabilistic process combined with hybrid modelling on the one
hand and PADE modelling on the other hand meet to reveal the very
same qualitative cycle.

Before commentating on the results obtained through HyTech
analysis, we have to define the so-called full period (denoted
�(u)) as the sum of all delays for a gene u to pass sequen-
tially and successively, once through each of all its expression
levels.

It should be noticed that the real time for a gene to run along this
route (if it actually takes place) may be greater than the full period
since it may include lazy stages, i.e. some time intervals where there
is neither increase nor decrease.

5.3.1. Properties Relative to Delays
Restraining to fis and gyrAB, the cycle aforementioned is merely

expressed as

+
1

+
0 → +

1
+
1 → +

1
−
2 → +

2
−
2 →

+
3

−
2 → −

4
−
2 → −

4
−
1 → −

4
=
0 →

−
3

+
0 → −

2
+
0 → +

1
+
0,

where symbols +, − and = indicate the evolution tendency for each
gene.

The analysis with HyTech provides two kinds of results relative
to this peculiar cycle. On the one hand, constraints are identified,
which determine a cyclic behaviour (inequalities registered [1] to
[3], below). On the other hand, we exhibit a relation between the
length L of this cycle and the delays associated with genes (equali-

ties [4a] and [4b], below).

[1] d+
fis1

+ d+
fis2

+ d+
fis3

+ |d−
fis3

| + |d−
fis2

| ≤ d+
gyrAB0

+ d+
gyrAB1

+ |d−
gyrAB2

|
[2] d+

gyrAB0
+ d+

gyrAB0
≤ d+

fis1
+ |d−

fis2
| + |d−

fis3
|
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F Q 109
s , Q

f

[

5
•

ig. 7. Qualitative cycle of E. coli associated with the series of phases denoted Q 107
s ,

rom Ropers et al. (2006).

[3] d+
gyrAB0

+ d+
gyrAB1

+ |d−
gyrAB2

| + |d−
gyrAB1

| ≤ d+
fis1

+ d+
fis2

+ d+
fis3

+
|d−

fis4
| + |d−

fis3
| + |d−

fis2
|

[4a] L = d+
fis1

+ d+
fis2

+ d+
fis3

+ |d−
fis4

| + |d−
fis3

| + |d−
fis2

|
4b] L = d+

gyrAB0
+ d+

fis1
+ d+

fis2
+ d+

fis3
+ |d−

fis4
|.

.3.2. Interpretation and Biological Insights
First, it follows directly from [3] that:
(i) �(gyrAB) ≤ �(fis).

This inequality is explained by the fact that there exists a phase
in the cycle where gyrAB is lazy (i.e. it stays at the same expres-

sion level). This may be observed in the phase
−
4

=
0 of the cycle,

corresponding to the state Q 41
s in Fig. 7. Thus, the qualitative

cycle in which E. coli bacterium is involved during the expo-

nential phase following a carbon supply is possible when gyrAB

qualitative period is smaller than that of fis: therefore, the path
of transitions through minimum to maximum qualitative state
and back is traversed faster for gyrAB than for fis. This remark
implies that a slight increase of gyrAB’s period might not allow
69
s , Q 71

s , Q 49
s , Q 51

s , Q 39
s , Q 41

s , Q 49
s , Q 43

s , Q 53
s , Q 95

s , Q 105
s . Reproduced with permission

the bacterium to stay in the exponential phase. gyrAB is closely
related to DNA supercoiling. Therefore, slowing down the gyrAB

cycle running would entail diminishing DNA supercoiling reac-
tivity. Independent studies have shown the great impact of the
DNA-superhelicity on the bacterial gene activity (see Hatfield and
Benham, 2002 for a review). Basal expressions of genes are low
when chromosomal superhelical density is low, and conversely.
Because of the necessity to react to environmental variation for
survival, low bacterial activity acts as a trigger for switching to the
stationary phase. D. Ropers and co-workers depicted this quali-
tative cycle as an unexpected result. However, our investigations
of temporal properties associated with this cycle point out these
results as connected to the aforementioned biological evidences
about DNA supercoiling.

• Second, we deduce from [4a] that

(ii) L = �(fis) (and hence : L ≥ �(gyrAB)).

Thus, we are able to prove that the cycle length is exactly the full
period of fis. This result is consistent with the fact that there is no
lazy phase for fis. Moreover, this observation implies that fis plays
the major role in the qualitative cycle in which the bacterium
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is kept during the exponential phase. Therefore, an experimen-
tal calibration of fis temporal properties might shed light on this
bacterial model. Furthermore, point (ii) shows that the reactiv-
ity of DNA supercoiling mentioned above is related to the delay
taken by fis to complete its qualitative period. Again, the tempo-
ral properties deduced from the qualitative model reinforce the
biological relevance of the model.
Finally, [4a] and [4b] entail that
(iii) d+

gyrAB1
= |d−

fis3
| + |d−

fis2
|.

Equality (iii) indicates that, in the sequence Q 43
s − Q 53

s − Q 95
s

of Fig. 7, while fis decreases from level 3 to level 1 (within the
time delay |d−

fis3
| + |d−

fis2
|), in the same time, gyrAB increases from

level 0 to level 1 (within the delay d+
gyrAB0

), which means that,

in the Q 105
s phase, gyrAB should be at level 1, as it is in phase

Q 107
s . This property is particularly hard to verify by experimental

means. However, the nice consequence of this observation is that
the so-called “Qualitative cycle” of D. Ropers in Fig. 7 is actually
a cycle. In this case, analyzing the temporal properties associated
with the qualitative model reinforces the previous computational
investigation from Ropers and collaborators.

. Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a complete process devoted
o infer behavioural properties of realistic GRNs. Addressing large
RNs requires the simplification of these systems, such as dis-
retization. PADE models already deal with discretized systems.
evertheless, we did not investigate how to introduce delays in
ADE models, which seems complex. Indeed, as a conclusion to for-
er research works, some of the co-authors concluded that hybrid
odelling including linear delays as an approximation constitutes
valuable refinement with respect to the initial model of Thomas

Ahmad et al., 2007). Therefore, we chose to convert a PADE model
nto a discrete model with focal points, augmented with delays.
uch previous models are suitable for automated analysis of tem-
oral properties through model-checking tools. In conclusion of the
orks aforementioned, it was announced that the modelization of
GRN related to E. coli was under investigation. The work reported
ere dealt with the methodological analysis led to tackle the case
f E. coli’s response to carbon starvation, in particular.

Inevitably, through any modelling process, abstraction removes
nformation. The crucial point is that modelling should not remove
oo much information, on the one hand, and that the information
ept should not be altered, on the other hand. The same remarkable
ycle has been identified separately in Ropers and collaborators’
ADE model and in the final PLHA obtained through the described
ipeline. Moreover, this cycle has been evidenced through biolog-

cal experimentations, from the genuine continuous model. Thus,
his cycle illustrates that both the PADE model and our pipeline
reserve this cyclic behaviour. Therefore, the conversion process
id not alter information from PADE model to PLHA.

As predicted, the difficulties we encountered were the result of
he high dimensionality of the associated discrete dynamical graph.

first trick consisted in benefitting from the tuning of a former
ublished model, itself settled on solid biological grounds, to avoid
edious identification of resource sets and facilitate the instantia-
ion of focal point values. On the E. coli benchmark, we have shown
hat it is possible to convert a PADE model into a model with focal
oint values. Then, a graph coloration method based on probabilis-
ic reasoning allowed us to focus on subgraphs dense in presumed

tates of interest. Applying such a coloration method to provide
ubgraphs tractable by such model-checkers as HyTech might be an
ttractive solution to tackle the analysis of large GRNs.

As a remarkable result, not only did the coloration method
escribed point out a cycle already reported in biological litera-
98 (2009) 149–159

ture, model-checking performed on the hybrid model also captured
this cycle. Besides, our approach allowed to refine the temporal
constraints that are necessary to reach particular qualitative tran-
sitions, such those of interest observed by Ropers and collaborators.
Thus, beyond simple verification performance, interesting relations
between delays have been inferred through our formalism. They
enable further investigations that lead on to future experiments
or novel biological insights about the mechanisms responsible for
specific dynamical behaviours.

Inevitably, through any modelling process, abstraction removes
information. The crucial point is that modelling should not remove
too much information, on the one hand, and that the informa-
tion kept should not be altered, on the second hand. The same
remarkable cycle has been identified separately in Ropers and col-
laborators’ PADE model and in the final PLHA obtained through
the described pipeline. Moreover, this cycle has been evidenced
through biological experimentations, from the genuine continuous
model. Thus, this cycle illustrates that both the PADE model and our
pipeline preserve this cyclic behaviour. Therefore, the conversion
process did not alter information from PADE model to PLHA.

Finally, the methodological investigation conducted on E. coli
system confirms the relevance of pipelining different methods to
tackle large biological system analysis.
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Appendix A. Semantics of a Parametric Linear Hybrid
Automata

The semantics of a PLHA is a timed transition system. It is defined
according to the time domain T. We let T∗ = T \ {0}.
Definition 6.1 (Semantics of a PLHA). Let � be a valuation for
the parameters P. The (T, �)–semantics of a parametric LHA H =
(L, �0, X, P, E, Inv, Dif ) is defined as a timed transition system SH =
(S, s0,T, →) where: (1) S = {(�, 	)|� ∈ L and 	 �= Inv(�)}; (2) s0 =
(�0, 	0) with 	0(x) = 0 for every x ∈ X; (3) the relation → ⊆ S × T× S
is defined for t ∈T as:

• 0 ′ ′ ′
discrete transitions: (�, 	)→(� , 	 ) iff ∃(�, g, R, � ) ∈ E such that
�(	) = true, 	′(x) = 0 if x ∈ R and 	′(x) = 	(x) if x /∈ R.

• continuous transitions: For t ∈T∗, (�, 	)
t→(�′, 	′) iff �′ = �,	′(x) =

	(x) + Dif (�, x) × t, and for every t′ ∈ [0, t], (	(x) + Dif (�, x) × t′) �
Inv(�).
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Table 6
Delay constraints characterizing the invariance kernel
of P. aeruginosa.
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ppendix B. Invariance Kernel

The following constraints (Table 6) characterize the invariance
ernel of the example of P. aeruginosa (see Fig. 1). For the sake of
implicity, we only deal with few delay parameters, assuming that
ll d˛

ij
are equal, whatever the actual value of j, and similarly for all

˛
ij

, whatever the actual value of i.
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